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Bruno – JJ1
Meister Petz in Bavaria

limited to 250 pieces
world-wide

What a Bears’
year – since
more than 170

years the first living brown
bear has appeared in our
wonderful country of Bavaria.
It goes without saying, that
this piece of news inspires
us, as a Bear maker, to cre-
ate the most famous Bear
boy of the year 2006 with
the official name JJ1 – later
called “Bruno” – as a plush

animal as soon as the first news
items were published. So it was, that our little “Meister

Petz in Bavaria” celebrates its first world night even at the lifetime of its
famous kind comrade during our HERMANN-Coburg Club meeting on May 25th 2006. At this

time nobody had a presentiment of the fateful way “Bruno” had to go. For weeks “Bruno” emotionally moved the
people. Already the Vatican intervened. “Was it really only by chance, that the animal comes on its way from Italy to Bava-
ria?” – so an ordinary speaker of the bishop of Munich in a news item - “Finally Pope Benedict XVI. holds in his coat of
arms the Freising Korbinian’s Bear and through that he has confirmed newly the home right of Bears in Bavaria by high
authority.” Therefore we are very glad to introduce with our collection 2006 both Bears at the same time – the famous
“Bruno JJ1” just as the legendary “Korbinian’s Bear”. Especially the Korbinian’s legend shows us, that Bears are very
loveable creatures, which will accompany us faithfully on our ways, when we go up to them.

For us our Bears are also an important part of our family history. Since nearly 90 years we are making these loveable
“Ways’ Companions” yet in the 3rd generation. Therefore we are glad to present to you two Teddy Bears of a very extra-
ordinary kind, which we have dedicated to the daughter of the founder of our company to her 80th birthday. In the 1950’s
Max Hermann’s daughter “Hannelore” competently has assisted, that our Bears had the chance to grow and flourish on
their new ground in Coburg. Like our aunt has worked for the Teddy Bears of her father and our grandfather at that time,
it is now our part, to fill this old tradition always anew with life.

Teddy Bears are today a sign of life’s culture. That means for us very self-evident, that all our Bears are made only here
in our home in Germany, in a country, that guarantees for the people, who work there, a maximum of liberty and social
acquisitions. Our Teddy Bears are no anonymous contemporaries, which are born somewhere in the nowhere. Each sin-
gle one of our Bears knows, from where it comes and where it goes. They are little personalities, which barely can await
to be shipped from Coburg out to all the world to tell you about one of the most beautiful traditions of German toy’s cul-
ture.

Our Teddy Bears are a reflected image of our time. We invite you to celebrate together with our Teddy Bears the 250th

birthday of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and to listen to his music. Remember the great German poet Heinrich Heine and
read in his poems. Our Teddy Bears congratulate Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. to her 80th birthday and they occupy
themselves with the paintings of Rembrandt to his 400th birthday. They take the message of the 950th jubilee of their
home town Coburg out to all the world and they could see, how the whole world was at home by friends in Germany
during the Soccer World Championship. But now we are looking with great attention and expectation to the visit of the
Pope in Germany, which we have placed as the very grand culmination of the year 2006 into the focus of our this yea-
r’s Bears’ collection.

Coburg, in August 2006

2006

▲

201 07-4

HERMANN

Martin-J. Hermann Dr. Ursula Hermann
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Throughout the Time
®

German Fan Bear
Special Edition on the
occasion of the
Soccer World Championship
2006 in Germany
Fourth in the HERMANN
“Soccer Bears Series“

limited to 111 pieces – world-wide

HERMANN-Coburg Classics

Rocking Black Bear
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

Time-honoured Classics
Teddy Bear 16448-5 – classic gold
Teddy Bear 16449-2 – classic cream
Teddy Bear 16450-8 – classic brown

limited to 250 pieces each model

The “German Fan Bear” says
thank you to all teams, which have had
part in the Soccer World Championship,

for all the wonderful matches,
which were shown.

▲

125 11-0

164 50-8

164 49-2

164 48-5

201 06-7

122 87-S

122 87-G

1056 – 2006
„950 Years Coburg“ Bears
Special Edition on the occasion of the 950th jubilee
of the town Coburg, the today’s home of the
HERMANN-Coburg Bears

limited to 950 piece each model – world-wide

▲
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HERMANN
Pope Benedict XVI.
published 2005 in memory of the nomination
of Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger for the Pope on April 19th 2005

limited Country Editions each with 265 pieces

Pope Benedict XVI.
published 2006

on the occasion of
the visit of the Pope

in Germany
in September 2006

limited to 2006 pieces
world-wide

▲

▲

The Holy St Peter
with sheep,

the first Pope
in the

history

limited to
1000 pieces
world-wide

190 64-4

190 54-5

190 52-1

221 21-8

221 20-1
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Pontifex Maximus
®

The Swiss Guards Bear
Special Edition on the occasion
of the 500 years jubilee of 
the Swiss Guards

limited to 500 pieces
world-wide

Pope Benedict XVI.
Special Edition on the occasion
of the visit of the Pope
in Germany
in September 2006

limited to 2006 pieces
world-wide

The Bear as a 
“Ways’ Companion”
The Korbinian’s Bear
the Animal of the
Coat of Arms
of Pope Benedict XVI.

limited to 500 pieces
world-wide

▲

▲

▲

190 53-8

190 54-5

190 51-4

190 53-8
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“Her Majesty“
Special Edition on the occasion of the 80th birthday
of Her Majesty “Queen Elizabeth II.“ of England

limited to 80 pieces – world-wide

▲

Teddy Bears’ Replica
from the 1920’s, that time,

when Queen Elizabeth II. was born
with a valuable designed gift box

made of red English velvet
and a little cushion

“A Gift for the Queen“
Special Edition on the occasion
of the 80th birthday of HM
“Queen Elizabeth II.”
of England

nominated
for the
Golden Teddy
Award 2006

limited of
800 pieces
world-wide

132 14-9

132 13-2

▲

▲
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ho doesn’t know them, the three monkeys, which 
close their eyes, ears and mouth and show us with these
gestures, that they see nothing, hear nothing and speak
nothing, known in the Anglo-American history of civi-
lization also as “hear no evil, see no evil, speak no
evil”. The “Three-Monkeys-Figurine” with its pro-
verbial wisdom is an international wide-spread
motif. You will find it in many different variations
around the world. But not clear is its origin. In
every case its history of the handing down invol-
ved at the same time two cultures, which are as
far away from one another as it is the European
and the Far East culture.

Scientists for language are seeing relations to
the Latin proverb: “Audi, vide, tace, si tu vis vive-
re pace“ (hear, see, be silent, if you want live at
peace). But more probable is the interpretation,
that the symbol of the three wise monkeys has its
origin in the Asiatic area. Scientists go out from the
opinion, that the Three-Monkey-Wisdom has set out
from Japan its triumphal procession around the world.
For this opinion speaks an interesting play on words,
which is taken again and again to explain the genesis of the
monkey motif. In the Japanese language "mi-zaru, kika-zaru,
iwa-zaru“ (see nothing, hear nothing, speak nothing) the Japanese word “zaru” meets the English word “not”. But you can confound the
Japanese word “zaru” very easily with the Japanese word “saru”, and that means “monkey”. So it may be, that the three-times negation
in the proverb was transferred into the performance of three monkeys, which personify with their gestures the command of “hear no evil,
see no evil, speak no evil”.

The first plastic performance of the three wise negations in form of three monkeys finds itself at the beginning of the 16th century on the
foot of so-called “Koshin stones”. These “Koshin stones” are a kind of a religious symbol, which you will find in rustic areas of Japan
nearby the roads like the way crosses in the Catholic areas of Europe. They go back to an old Japanese deity called “Koshin”. “Koshin”,
the “Patron Saint of the Ways”, was connected with the wisdom of “see nothing, hear nothing, speak nothing” and with it also with its
symbolic representation in the performance of the three monkeys. As a kind of religious symbol the three wise monkeys shall bring good
fortune to the travellers, if they observe the monkeys’ command.

With regard to this religious meaning, the proverb scientists go out of the opinion, that the three-monkeys-message has to be under-
stood as a request to see, to hear and to speak no evil. Although the Japanese proverb (in the same like its German transfer) doesn’t
confine explicitly its statement to the “evil”, you can go out, that the hint to the “evil” was originally interlaced into the meaning of this
proverb. It is to say that it is interested, that in the Anglo-American tradition of this Asiatic proverb the version with the definite supple-
ment to the “no evil” was placed from the fist beginning on.

The three monkeys stayed at home in Japan for more than three centuries until in the middle of the 19th century smart souvenir dealers
started to sell home-made wood-carved three-monkeys-figurines to curious foreigners. With it the way for the global spreading of this
original religious symbol and its proverbial meaning was smoothed.

The growing international popularity of the three monkeys has effected, that the original religious meaning of this motif has gone lost long
ago. Today you will find the philosophy of the three wise monkeys represented by many different variations. Very often the statement
“see nothing, hear nothing, speak nothing” is carried over also to other kinds of performances. But for all the three monkeys are called
in today for socio-critical considerations. Untied from its original meaning, the message of the three monkeys is seen today more criti-
cally as a part of a special philosophy, which sanctifies passiveness and indolence. With regard to the three monkeys, caricaturists put
in the pillory thoughtlessness, indifference and apathy in a humorous, ironical or satirical way by their words, drawings or illustrations.

With our “three Bears of Wisdom” we want to regard the philosophy of “see-nothing, hear-nothing, speak-nothing”, which is at the bot-
tom of the monkey motif, from a new side. Because we get loose with our three Bears’ representation from the traditional monkey per-
formance, which based for all on the play of words “zaru (= not) – saru (= monkey)”, we are able to remove the negation and to turn round
the symbolism of the statement:

from “See-Nothing“ to “Look“
from “Hear-Nothing to “Listen”

from “Speak-Nothing” to “Speak”

By this, our “three Bears of Wisdom” shall make a contribution, to interpret the traditional monkey message in a new and modern
kind. Our “three Bears of Wisdom” shall encourage everybody, to go throughout the world with open eyes, to listen mutually and to
speak together. They shall keep us to look for the dialogue in the sense of a peaceful be together between the people and the cultu-
res.

W
106 80-5

“The Three Bears of Wisdom“
– Look – Listen – Speak –

3-pieces Bear set with cushion
Special Fair Edition 2006

published for the Nuremberg Toy Fair
in February 2006

limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

Bears’ Wisdoms



HERMANN

Rembrandt “The Artist in his Working Room“
for the 400th birthday of the Dutch artist Rembrandt
with a wooden easel and a bear picture printed on canvas,
which is decorated in the kind of the famous Rembrandt
painting “The Artist in his Working Room”

limited to 1000 pieces – world-wide

®

190 44-6
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▲

Illustration of the Original Rembrandt painting:
Rembrandt: “The Artist in his Working Room“

tablet picture 0,25 x 0,31 m, 1629
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts

▲



Flower Bears
®

®
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“Violet”
Sixth in the HERMANN
“Flower Bears Series”

limited to 500 pieces
world-wide

“Forget-me-not“
Fifth in the HERMANN
“Flower Bears Series“

limited to 500 pieces
world-wide

▲

▲

202 75-0

202 76-7
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Special Birthday Edition

for the 250th birthday of W. A. Mozart
WINNER of the

Golden Teddy Award 2006
with music “Eine kleine Nachtmusik“

by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
with embroidered sheet of notes

made of felt
with embroidered notes from

“Eine kleine Nachtmusik“

limited Country Editions
each with 500 pieces

▲

▲

192 25-9

deutsche Edition 

ausverkauft

192 23-5

USA-Edition 

mit englischer 

Fußsohlen-Stickerei

®

143 24-4

For the 250th birthday
of W. A. Mozart

“Papageno“ 
Musical Bear
Tenth in the series of
“HERMANN Classic
Music Bears“
with music
“Das Glockenspiel“
(music of the chimes)
from the opera
“Magic Flute“
by W. A. Mozart

European Edition
limited to 500 pieces





Bear Celebrities
®
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®

192 27-3

122 74-4

193 01-0

George Frideric Handel
with music “Hallelujah” from
the oratorio “The Messiah”
by G. F. Handel
with embroidered sheet of notes
made of felt
with embroidered notes
from “Hallelujah”

European Edition
limited to 500 pieces

Angie Bear
Special Edition on the
occasion of the German
election of the 
Parliament
on September 18th, 2005

limited to 614 pieces
world-wide

„Denk’ ich an Deutschland in der Nacht,
Dann bin ich um den Schlaf gebracht,

Ich kann nicht mehr die Augen schließen,
Und meine heißen Tränen fließen.“

from Heinrich Heine „Nachtgedanken“

▲

▲
Heinrich Heine
dedicated for his 150th anniversary
with the poem “Deutschland ein Wintermärchen“
by Heinrich Heine (written in German language)

limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲



HERMANN

146 31-3

“Girl with Bear“
Special Edition for

the 80th birthday
of Max Hermann’s

daughter “Hannelore”

2-pieces Bear set:
with “Bear girl“

and “Little Lorli Bear“
on cushion

decorated in the kind
of an old childhood

picture of
Max Hermann’s

daughter “Hannelore“
about 1926

limited to
80 pieces

world-wide

Celebration Bear – Replica 1926

Special edition for the 80th birthday
of Max Hermann’s daughter “Hannelore”

made as a Replica
of the old

Max Hermann
Bear from

1926 for
his daughter
“Hannelore”

limited to
200 pieces
world-wide

Max Hermann’s daughter Hannelore on her
80th birthday in May 2006 – together with

her nephew Martin and her niece Ulla

▲

▲

146 30-6
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Doll and Bear Festival
®

122 96-6

123 63-5

119 63-8

12th Sonneberg Museum’s Bear
Twelfth in the Series of “HERMANN
Sonneberg Museum’s Bears“
with miniature horse on wheels

nominated for the
TOBY™ Award 2006 
„Industry’s Choice Winner“

European Edition
limited to 250 pieces

Classic Baby Bear
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

The 15th HERMANN Festival Bear® comes together with a
movable Replica “Docke” (= wooden doll) – about 1831, which is made
and hand coloured exclusively by individual manufacture for the
Festival Bear® 2006. The doll comes in a miniature doll presentation
box, which is decorated with original old carton lace made of paper
from the 1950’s. The doll can be taken out of the box.

▲

▲

13

®

15th HERMANN 
Festival Bear®

Special Edition on the 
occasion of the 15th Neustadt
Doll and Bear Festival in 
May 2006 
Fifteenth in the series of
“HERMANN Festival Bears“

European Edition
limited to 250 pieces

▲



HERMANN

201 21-0

201 20-3

201 12-8

Miniature
Baby Kangaroo
not limited

Mama
Kangaroo
limited to
100 pieces
world-wide

Classic Koala Bear
limited to 500 pieces – world-wide

▲
▲

▲
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®

Ulla Hermann
in the year 1979

at natural 
studies

in Australia



Colourful Animal World
®

220 61-7

220 62-4

221 02-7

203 26-9

209 39-1

209 40-7

209 38-4

119 62-1

220 64-8

HERMANN Classic Cat
1-time jointed – with movable head
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

Classic HERMANN Miniature Cats
1-time jointed – with movable head

Cat, Siam Cat and Tom Cat
limited to 500 pieces each model – world-wide

Artist Bears designed by „Kristina Dietzel“ 2006
Dietzel’s cheeky Bear fellows

Panda Bear „Nala“
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

Raccoon „Itchy“ Asiatic Black Bear „Nori“
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

Classic Panda Bear
limited to 250 pieces – world-wide

Flo the Rabbit
With a flower made of felt 
and a miniature lucky lady-bird
limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
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222 41-3

222 43-7

222 42-0

222 46-8 222 45-1 222 44-4

221 98-0

HERMANN
Christmas
Ornaments
2006

limitiert auf
500 Stück
je Modell
weltweit

Glorious Christmas Elf
Tree Topper 2006
Fünfter in der Reihe
„HERMANN Glorious Tree Topper“

limitiert auf 100 Stück
weltweit

▲

▲

▲

202 50-7



Merry Christmas
®

®
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Sarah with her Baby
Seventh in the
“HERMANN Biblical Series“

2-pieces Bear set
with “Sarah” Bear and
Baby-Bear “Isaac“

llimited to 1000 pieces
world-wide

Miniature Standing Monkey
Fifth in the series of
“Classic HERMANN
Miniature Standing Animals

1-time jointed
with movable head

llimited to 250 pieces
world-wide

“Little Christmas Elf“
Santa’s Little Helper

limited to 100 pieces – world-wide

Historical HERMANN Miniature Animals
not jointed

Little Roe Kid – not limited

▲

▲
▲

▲

195 16-8

220 84-6

224 58-5

220 07-5



HERMANN
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124 01-4

203 25-2

203 24-5
132 24-8

Windmill Bear
HERMANN-Coburg Special Edition
published at the Teddy Bear Fair
in Münster 2006

limited to 99 pieces – world-wide

Rosi and Leon
limited to 100 pieces each model

world-wide

English Rose – Model 2006
limited to 250 pieces

world-wide

▲

▲

▲



Treasures
®

19

2006
Golden Teddy Award

WINNERs
Mozart – Birthday Edition

Old Hermann, the Bear Stuffer
Big Red Panda

2006
Golden Teddy Award

Nominees
Christmas Ornament “Blue Bell”

A Gift for the Queen

2006
TOBY™ Award

Industry’s Choice WINNERs

Poppy Bear
Old Hermann, the Bear Stuffer

Christmas Ornament “Blue Bell”
12th Sonneberg Museum’s Bear

Big Red Panda

HERMANN Dream Team 2006
three Golden Teddy Award WINNERs

five TOBY™ Award Industry’s Choice WINNERs
five Golden Teddy Award Nominees

four TED worldwide Award Nominees
one TED worldwide Award WINNER

for HERMANN-Coburg
2006

192 23-5

132 13-2

102 56-2

222 43-7

132 73-6

202 74-3

122 96-6

gegründet 1920

®

gegründet 1920

®

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
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Annual-Editions
2006

®

HERMANN “Annual Bear 2006“
“Heart Breaker“

with embroidered paws
and individual numbers

production limited to the year 2006

HERMANN “Annual Christmas Bear 2006“
production limited to the year 2006

HERMANN “Annual Christmas Individual Bear 2006“
with embroidered personal dedication
on the right paw of the Christmas Bear

production limited to the year 2006
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HERMANN “Annual Animal 2006“
“The Domestic Cat“
production limited to the year 2006

North American Distributor
Order direct in Germany

HERMANN-Spielwaren GmbH
Im Grund 9-11 • D-96450 Coburg-Cortendorf / Germany
Phone 01149-9561-8590-0 • FAX 01149-9561-8590-30

eMail info@hermann.de • www.hermann.de

UK Distributor
TCM - Terry Cordy Marketing

70 Albert Road • Caversham • Reading RG4 7PF
England // United Kingdom

Phone 0118 948 2674 • FAX 0118 946 1718
eMail terry@tcm1.fsnet.co.uk

www.hermann.de/uk • www.hermannbears.co.uk

Australian Distributor
Korimco Toys

126 Woodlands Drive Braeside
VICTORIA  AUSTRALIA 3195

Phone +613 9587 8283 • Fax  +613 9587 9870
eMail info@korimco.com.au •  www.korimco.com.au

HERMANN-Spielwaren GmbH
D-96450 Coburg-Cortendorf • Germany

www.hermann.degegründet 1920

®
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160 11-1

160 10-4

151 06-5

160 15-9


